Job Title: Intern Web Developer

What We Do:

We are a cutting edge media company that has been compelled to create technology to democratize and distribute content. Our mission is to create powerful, yet simple to use media management and authoring tools for images, audio and video. We believe our technology should work seamlessly on a mobile phone, tablet or computer hardware.

How We Do It:

We are guided by our passion to develop technology that helps connect people. We create systems and technology that enables new forms of expression through the use of images, sounds and text.

We are a highly motivated cross functional team with expertise in Content Publishing, Social Media, Film, Television and Software Development. We understand traditional content creation and distribution models, but propose new methodologies and avenues that are in-tune with current cultural and technological trends.

Our Culture:

We are a results driven company that offers a team-oriented environment and room for professional growth. We are constantly exploring new technologies for web and cross platform development like Meteor.js, Node.js or Titanium. We are passionate about media and how it can have a positive impact in our lives and society.
Duties:

- To write software programs or components mainly in JavaScript for Meteor.js, Node.js and web and mobile deployment.
- Other programming languages and platforms may come up from time to time that will require flexibility and quick learning.
- To contribute with effort estimates for assigned tasks.
- To participate in Agile / Scrum meetings and other development activities.
- To be involved in requirement definitions and software architecture.

Required Technical Skills and Experience:

- Basic Knowledge of HTML, JavaScript and CSS
- Clear understanding of JSON and MongoDB
- Node.js or Meteor Experience
- Knowledge of JQuery or AJAX
- SCRUM / AGILE methodologies

Desired Skills and Experience

- Meteor.js or Node.js
- Github or Mercurial version control
- MongoDB or No SQL databases
- AWS Server setup and deployment
- JIRA and Confluence familiarity

Desired Education:

- Enrolled in a Computer Science or Engineering field
- Pursuing a BS or MS in Computer Science preferred, but other Engineering fields accepted